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1 Introduction 
 
This report describes the work carried out in the period February 2009 – February 2010 by 
SINTEF under the maintenance contract with NAMSA. Statement of Work (SOW) is listed in the 
maintenance contract. The following parts from SOW are covered by this report: 

1. Maintain Access to Software Source Code and Development Tools 
2. Maintain Access to Hardware Source Code and Development Tools 
3. Maintain Software and Hardware release History 
4. Maintain SINTEF Competence on Software, Tools and Hardware Configuration 
5. Maintain Competence on making Hardware Changes 

 
Each of the above items from SOW is documented in the sections below. 
 

2 Maintain Access to Software Source Code and Development Tools 
 
This section describes the backup part of the service agreement with NAMSA.  
 
The work to be done as described in the service agreement SOW, is:  
1. Copy all software and source code, items and versions as listed in Appendix A1, and verify 

each copy by comparison. 
2. Copy all software development tools, items and versions as listed in Appendix B, and verify 

each copy by comparison. 
3. Execute all relevant development tools by compiling for at least one CPU or CPLD. 
4. If more than one version of a development tool is needed to compile all the software items and 

versions, each version of the tool shall be executed. A software source code version can, as an 
alternative, be converted in order to compile it by a newer version of the development tool. 

5. An old software version that is replaced by conversion is still copied, but no longer relevant 
for annual compiling. The same applies for an old software version that the Client has 
confirmed in writing is no longer in use. 

 

                                                 
1 Appendix A and B refers to the appendixes in the service agreement. 
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2.1 Executed work 

Item 1. Copy all software and source code, items and versions as listed in Appendix A, and verify 
each copy by comparison: 
 
Files and directories copied to CD/DVD: 

 Tools: 
o .iso image of IAR compiler software is stored at: 

“Development_Tools\Compiler_CD_IAR3.10A.iso”. (A copy of the original 
compiler installation CD). 

o Other CPU tools(download and debugger etc.):  
“Development_tools\AVR_utilities” 

o WinCupl(v5.30.4): CPLD compiler with different fitters and download utilities: 
“Development_tools\AVR_utilities” 

o Some extra GNU tools under “Misc” (Mostly used for comparison.) 
 Source code( untouched and zipped): 

o Source code directly fetched from the repository and stored in file “2010-02-
01_export.zip.” Inside this zip file multiple checkouts are stored for each relevant 
release for CPUs and CPLDs. 

 Source code unpacked and with recompiled results  
o For processors “Rebuilt2010\tss5_03” for TSS and “Rebuilt2010\release5_01” for 

CMCP. (Point 1-3, 8, 11, 13-15 in Appendix A) 
o For CPLDs “Rebuilt2010\*.CPL*” and one path for each PCB’s CPLD’s 

 (Point 4-7, 9-10, 12 and 16-21 in Appendix A) 
 Released binary  code 

o Released processor code stored in: “SW_Releases(Zipped form) and unpacked in 
“Deployed_SW_Releases” 

o Released CPLD code stored in: “CPLD_Releases”  
 
Item 2. Copy all software development tools, items and versions as listed in Appendix B, and 
verify each copy by comparison. 
This has been done by NOCA. The NOCA report in Norwegian is attached 
 
Item 3 & 4. Execute all relevant development tools by compiling for at least one CPU or CPLD. 
  
CPU related: 

1. Checked out the complete source code from the CVS repository.  
We have two revisions: one for TSS “TSS5.03” and one for CMCP “release5.01”. 
The checked out versions of the repository are stored in the “2010-02-01_export.zip” file. 

2. Unpacked the released files and did an integrity check against the md5 file included. 
3. Complete rebuild of code for all processors for both revisions done. These rebuilt files are 

placed in “Rebuilt2010” directory. The log file for the compiling is placed in the “logs” 
directory in different files with corresponding names.  

4. A comparison between the a90.files just compiled (“Rebuilt\tss5.03” and 
“Rebuilt\release5.01)” and the previous released “Deployed_SW_Releases” was done. The 
resulting log file is stored in the files: “logs” directory and with corresponding names.” 

 
As one sees in the log files, there are no differences other than the date of compiling. Due to 
this the 2 bytes of compiler generated checksum is also changed. 

 
CPLDs 
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1. The CPLD source code was retrieved from the CVS repository together with the 

processors’ source code described previously. Each CPLD is checked out with the tag 
created the day of the release and not the latest code in the repository. 

2. The released binaries are placed in the “CPLD_Releases” directory with one subdirectory 
for each release date. Each of these release date subdirectories have one subdirectory for 
each PCB. 

3. Unfortunately, the CPLD code is released at different time and with different compilers. 
Therefore the CPLD code has to be compiled with different versions of WinCupl fitters to 
be able to make an exactly equal file to the release. Which fitters used can be found at the 
top of the released .jed-file. 

4. The diff log is stored in the file “logs\CPLD_cmp_Log”, and the only differences one can 
see in the compiled files are the date when they are compiled. 

 
As the report last years indicated, there were some issues while trying to generate the binary code 
for the IJB CPLD and compared them with the released ones. This issue was solved this year and 
there was no problem to regenerate the binary code. The mismatch last year occurred because the 
code compiled for the CPLDs was the latest code in the repository and not the one tagged as the 
release. 
 
The changes in the CPLD code were related to the increase of the TAS power up delay from 0.5 
seconds to 1.0 seconds. This change was first implemented by changing the CPLD code, but in 
order to avoid the need for downloading new CPLD code to all IJB cards, the increased delay was 
instead implemented by changing the clock frequency to the CPLD from the IJB CPU software 
since this SW is downloaded via the SSI interface. The most recent CPLD code in the repository 
has been changed to be compatible with the released one in order to avoid problems in the future. 
 
One HW fault on the SINTEF IJB card has been detected. It is not possible to download new code 
to the IJB CPLD. SINTEF will try to repair the IJB card as soon as possible in order to have fully 
operative HW components the SINTEF lab 
 
Item 5. An old software version that is replaced by conversion is still copied, but no longer 
relevant for annual compiling  
 
Not done. Not relevant yet. 
  

2.2 Conclusion 

 
All relevant tasks have been performed.  
 
Last years issue with the IJB CPLD code has been solved. A new issue has appeared as the IJB 
card at the SINTEF lab has a HW fault that needs to be repaired. If SINTEF fails to repair the 
card, it has to be replaced with a new one. 
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3 Maintain Access to Hardware Source Code and Development Tools 
 
This document is based on a memorandum from NOCA (in Norwegian), written by Nils Ole 
Kiplesund, R&D manager NOCA AS, which states that the work is done without any detected 
error, see Appendix A. 
 
The HW maintenance covers support for producing new cards and possible modifications of the 
HW. The HW maintenance does not cover the maintenance of the CPLD code. (This maintenance 
is a part of the SW maintenance.)  
 
The subcontractor NOCA is committed to maintain the needed tools and know-how for to carry 
out modifications on the HW. 
 
The needed SW tools for to carry out modifications shall be kept on NOCA’s servers.  
The documentation / basis files for producing new HW and for to make modifications and then 
modified HW, shall each year be copied to CDs. This documentation / basis files includes needed 
proprietary libraries.  
 
This delivery consists of a CD containing the following files: 
 

# Name KEU art. nr Fill reference NOCA Sign 

 TSS HW    
22.0 KMB-CCA B2680-001 BOM-B2680-001_2005-06-07_KMB_Rev_A.xls Ok 
22.1 KMB Skjema PDF  Schematic_X0101-090_2005-06-

07_KMB_Rev_A.pdf 
Ok 

22.2 KMB Skjema CAD  Orcad KMB Rev A 2005-06-07.zip Ok 
23.0 KMB PCB Gerber  60820009 KMB Rev A.zip Ok 
23.1 KMB PCB CAD  2008-09-05_KMB_Rev_A_VB98.zip Ok 
24.0 Backplane CCA B2682-001 B5343-001_2005-06-14_Backplane_Rev_C.xls Ok 
24.1 Backplane Skjema PDF  X0101-091_2005-06-14_Backplane_Rev_C.pdf Ok 
24.2 Backplane Skjema CAD  Orcad Backplane  Rev C 2005-06-14.zip Ok 
25.0 Backplane PCB Gerber B3932-001 60820018 2005-06-09 Backplane Rev C.zip Ok 
25.1 Backplane PCB CAD  2008-09-05_Backplane_Rev_C_VB98.zip Ok 
26.0 Booster assy B2684-001 BOM_B2684-001_2005-11-02_BPF_Rev_C.xls Ok 
27.0 SBF-CCA B2688-001   
27.1 SBF Skjema PDF  Schematic_X0101-092_2005-11-

02_BPF_Rev_C.pdf 
Ok 

27.2 SBF Skjema CAD  Orcad BPF Rev C 2005-11-02.zip Ok 
28.0 SBF PCB Gerber  60820019 2005-06-16 BPF Rev B.zip Ok 
28.1 SBF PCB CAD  2008-09-05_BPF_Rev_B_VB98.zip Ok 
29.0 SDF-CCA B2681-001 B2681-001_2005-11-02_SDF_Rev_F.xls Ok 
29.1 SDF Skjema PDF  X0101-093_2005-11-02_SDF_Rev_F.pdf Ok 
29.2 SDF Skjema CAD  Orcad SDF Rev F 2005-11-02.zip Ok 
30.0 SDF PCB Gerber  60820017 2005-05-03 SDF Rev C.zip Ok 
30.1 SDF PCB CAD  2008-09-05_SDF_Rev_C_VB98.zip Ok 
 HCTP HW    
31.0 Power assy B3913-001 B3913-001_HPB_Rev_C.xls Ok 
31.1 HPB Skjema PDF  X0101-094_HPB_ Rev_C.pdf Ok 
31.2 HPB Skjema CAD  Orcad HPB Rev C 2004-12-22.zip Ok 
33.0 HPB PCB Gerber  60820012 2005-01-28 HCTP Powerboard Rev B-

PCB.zip 
Ok 

33.1 HPB PCB CAD  2008-09-05_HPB_Rev_B_VB98.zip Ok 
34.0 HMB assy B4111-001   
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35.0 HMB-CCA B3915-001 B3915-001_2005-03-30_HMB_Rev_C.xls Ok 
35.1 HMB Skjema PDF  X0101-095_2005-03-30_HMB_ Rev_C.pdf Ok 
35.2 HMB Skjema CAD  Orcad HMB Rev C 2005-03-30.zip Ok 
36.0 HMB PCB Gerber B3916-001 60820013 2005-01-28 HCTP Mainboard Rev C-

PCB.zip 
Ok 

36.1 HMB PCB CAD  2008-09-05_HMB_Rev_C_VB98.zip Ok 
37.0 HDB assy 

 
B4110-001 
 

  

38.0 HDB-CCA 
 

B3917-001 
 

B3917-001_2005-03-29_HDB_Rev_B.xls 
 

Ok 

38.1 HDB Skjema PDF  X0101-096_2005-03-29_HDB_ Rev_B.pdf 
 

Ok 

38.2 HDB Skjema CAD  Orcad HDB Rev B 2005-03-29.zip Ok 
39.0 HDB PCB Gerber B3918-001 60820014 2005-01-28 HCTP Displayboard Rev B-

PCB.zip 
Ok 

39.1 HDB PCB CAD  2008-09-05 HDB_Rev_A_VB98.zip Ok 
 CMCP HW    
40.0 CMB-CCA B3928-001 Note: identical to KMB except 1553ctrl  
40.1 CMB Skjema PDF  Note: identical to KMB  
40.2 CMB Skjema CAD  Note: identical to KMB  
40.3 CMB PCB Gerber B3929-001 Note: identical to KMB  
40.4 CMB PCB CAD  Note: identical to KMB  
42.0 CDB-CCA B3930-001 B3930-001_2005-11-14_CDB_Rev_D.xls Ok 
42.1 CDB Skjema PDF  X0101-100_2005-11-14_CDB_Rev_D.pdf Ok 
42.2 CDB Skjema CAD  Orcad CDB Rev D 2005-11-14.zip Ok 
43.0 CDB PCB Gerber B3931-001 60820016 2005-03-10 CDB Rev B.zip Ok 
43.1 CDB PCB CAD  2008-09-05_CDB_Rev_B_VB98.zip Ok 
 IJB HW    
44.0 IJB-CCA B2629-004 BOM-B5397-001_2005-06-01_IJB_Rev_E.xls Ok 
44.1 IJB Skjema PDF  Schematic_X0101-214_2005-07-

01_IJB_Rev_E.pdf 
Ok 

44.2 IJB Skjema CAD  Orcad IJB Rev E 2005-07-01.zip Ok 
45.0 IJB PCB Gerber B4249-002 60870007 2005-07-01 IJB Rev_E.zip Ok 
45.1 IJB PCB CAD  2008-09-05_IJB_Rev_D_VB98.zip Ok 
 Temp copy    
46.0 TMP-BP 2010-01-12 2010-01-12_BP_TEST2009.rar Ok 
 Div    
47.0 Veribest 98 library  2009-01-30_NOCA_VBLIB.zip Ok 
47.1 Nettliste converter  2008-01-30_Netlist_Converter.zip Ok 
47.2 Orcad library  2009-01-30_NOCA_ORCADLIB.zip Ok 
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Comments, period 2009-03-01 to 2010-02-28 
According to the contract, a minor change has been performed on one of the cards. The test case 
of this period is the Backplane card (BP). A new resistor, PR7, is added and saved as TMP-BP. 
Then a complete, new production support has been produced, to verify the functionality of the SW 
tools. This documentation is gathered in 2010-01-12_BP_TEST2009.rar. 
 
Comments, period 2008-03-01 to 2009-02-28 

1. The files concerning HMB and HDB (except for the VB98 CAD files for HDB) are one 
release later / newer than stated in the contract, as some components (manufacturers) 
where changed in the production release.  
 

2. The VB98 CAD files for the very last version of HDB are missing. The stored VB98 CAD 
files describe the last but one version. This implicate that the very last version can be 
reproduced, but if it should be modified, one has to take the last but one version as basis, 
update it to the very last version and then do the modification. The difference between the 
last but one and the very last version is given from the schematics. 
 

3. The VB98 CAD files for the very last version of IJB are missing. The stored VB98 CAD 
files describe the last but one version. This implicate that the very last version can be 
reproduced, but if it should be modified, one has to take the last but one version as basis, 
update it to the very last version and then do the modification. The difference between the 
last but one and the very last version is given from the schematics. 
 

4. According to the contract, a minor change has been performed on one of the cards, and a 
complete, new production support has been produced, to verify the functionality of the SW 
tools. This documentation is gathered in 2009-01-30_KPB_TEST2008.zip. 
 

5. An error is detected in current, produced version of IJB (rev. E, page 13 and 18 in the 
schematic). 
The SPARE_ACK signal (pin 11C, J9) works in parallel with the CMDR_HTCH_ACK 
signal (pin 8C, J9).  
The reason for this is that both signals are controlled by signal PO_26 from CPLD U14. 
This CPLD has unused outputs, but the CPLD code has to be checked to see that one of 
the unused output can be used in case of future correction. 
The consequence of the detected error is that the SPARE_ACK signal can not be used in 
current revision of the card. 
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4 Maintain Software and Hardware release History 
 
All software is subject to version control. No new releases have been issued in 2009. 
 
Two different CD’s, one for software and one for hardware have been sent to NAMSA. An 
identical set is stored at SINTEF. The content of the CD’s are described in the previous Sections 
in this document. 
 

5 Maintain SINTEF Competence on Software, Tools and Hardware 
Configuration 

 
The main activity in 2009 has been related to the IJB issue. 
 
The original development staff is still engaged in SINTEF, thus education of new employees has 
not been necessary. 
 
According to the SOW, SINTEF shall document the Hardware Identification Coding and DIP 
switches. There are no DIP switches, but the Hardware Identification Coding has been 
documented in a new release of the Interface Requirement Specification. 
 

6 Maintain Competence on making Hardware Changes 
 
NOCA AS has been involved in this activity. See Section 3 for details. 
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Appendix A: Memorandum from NOCA 
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